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Structure of popups  

Popup «as PFR OOP»  
(gameplay of PreFlopRaise out of Position) 
 

 
 
Description of blocks in popup: 
#1 Action with ContinuationBet  
 

 
Clarifications #1: Stats in “boxes” – so called paired stats, which "depend" from each other. 
Clarifications #2: Popups are read from top to down 
Clarifications #3: All stats are 1vs1 gameplay, multupots are excluded  

 

 
cbet/fold = fold to raise cbet on Flop 
+ fold T = fold to bet on Turn after raise on Flop 
+ fold R = fold to bet on River after call raise on 
Flop and call bet on Turn 
 
 

 
[46(28)]= fold to raise cbet on Turn 
[25(4)] = fold to bet on River after call raise on Turn  
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#2 Actions after check:  
 

 
 
 

 
ch/fold = check/fold on Flop 
+ fold T = check/fold to bet on Turn after check-call on 
Flop 
+ fold R = check/fold to bet on River after check-calls 
on Flop and Turn 
 
ch/r =check/raise on Flop 
+ bet T = bet on Turn after check/raise on Flop 
+ bet R = bet on River after check/raise on Flop and 
bet on Turn  

 
[68]= check/fold on Turn 
[38(13)] = check/fold to bet on River after 
check/call on Turn 
 
 
 
[6]= check/raise on Turn 
[100(1)] = check/fold to bet on River after 
check/call on Turn 
 
 

 

#3 Action on Turn after check-check on Flop:  
Delayed Cbet и Action vs bet of Caller  
 

 

aft check Flop  
Cbet = Delayed Cbet 
(check-check on Flop / Cbet on Turn) 

+ bet R = bet on River after Delayed Cbet on Turn 
 
aft check Flop vs BET 
fold = fold to bet on Turn after check-check on Flop 
+ fold R = fold to bet on River after call on Turn and  
     check-check on Flop  
 

#4 Action on River after cbet on Flop and check-check on Turn:  
 

 

aft check Turn  
bet = Bet on River after cbet on Flop  
          and check-check on Turn (Cbet-check-Cbet) 

fold = Fold to bet on River after cbet on Flop and check-
check on Turn (Cbet-check-Fold) 
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Additional information about cbets and folds to raises 
 

 

TOT (Total statistics from HM2) 
Cbet = Cbet Flop/Turn/River 
cbet/fold = fold to raise Cbet on Flop/Turn/River 
 
 Clarifications: these indexes  (%stats) are include 

 statistics of gameplay 1vs1 and multipots 
 

cbet fold 
40% -60% = Fold to raise Cbet on Flop/Turn/River 

 

 

vsHERO 
Cbet = Cbet vsHERO on Flop/Turn/River 
 

Clarifications: All blue stats in popups are vsHero 
 

OverCards 
Cbet in OC = Cbet on Overcards on Flop/Turn/River 
(Flop T-high) 

+ bet = bet on River after cbet on Turn 
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Popup «as Caller IP»  
(gameplay on Caller in position) 
 

 
 

Description of blocks in popup: 
#1 Actions after check of PreFlopRaiser (bet vs Missed Cbet) 
 

 
 Clarifications: Float = bet of caller after check PreFlopRaiser or bet vs Missed Cbet 
 

 
Float 3bars = bets of caller after checks preflop 
raiser on Flop 
[68]= bet on Flop 
[45(62)] = bet on Turn after bet on Flop 
[67(15)] = bet on River after bet on Flop and Turn 
 
 

 
 

 
float turn = bets of caller after call cbet on Flop 
[68]= bet on Turn 
[42(45)] = bet on River after bet on Turn  
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#2 Actions after check on Flop  
 

 

aft check flop / vs Delay cbet 
(actions after check-check on Flop) 

fold = Fold to Delayed Cbet on Turn 
+ fold = Fold to bet on River after Delayed Cbet on Turn 

#3 Actions after check on Turn  
 

 

aft check Turn 
(actions on River after cbet on Flop and check-check on Turn) 

fold = Fold to bet on River after cbet on Flop and check-
check on Turn 
(Fold to Bet-check-Bet) 

bet = bet on River after cbet on Flop and check-check 
on Turn 

#4 Action vs Overcards 
 

 

OverCards 
fold Cbet OC = Fold to cbet in Overcard Turn/River 
(Flop T-high) 

+ fold = fold to cbet on River after cbet on Turn 
 
Callopen and total statistics from HM2 
 

 

call open (vsEP/vsMP/vsCO) = preflop statistics of 
call open  on positions 
TOTAL (Statistics from HM2) 
fold Cbet = fold to Cbet on Flop/Turn/River 
raise cbet = raise Cbet on Flop/Turn/River 
folds= total folds to bets on Flop/Turn/River  
 Clarifications: these indexes  (%stats) are include 
 statistics of gameplay 1vs1 and multipots  

 

 

raise wsd = %Wins at Showdown when was raise 
        Flop/Turn/River 

 
c/raise wsd = % Wins at Showdown when was 
chech/raise 
        Flop/Turn/River 
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Ranges of actions: 

  
Caller in position: Range of raise cbet on Flop  

Strenght: -17% = Strength of raise on flop versus average of player pool strength. 
Clarifications: This indicator allows to detect opponents which may raise weak hands in IN and 
OUT of position. 

 
HUD Description: 

 
 
1st raise EP 
1st raise MP    4bet / fold to raise flop / agg river   
1st raise CO 
1st raise BTN    
 
VPIP / PFR / 3bet/ fold 3bet IP/ fold 3bet OOP/ 
cbet IP / cbet OOP / float flop / fold cbet IP / fold cbet OOP / fold cbet 3betpot 
WTSD / fold BB to steal SB / hands / winrate 
 
 

 
 

Terms: 
iso3bet: isolate 3bet, when raise make raise with limper on preflop (limp+raise + 3bet = iso3bet) 
delayed cbet: cbet of preflop raise after check-check on Flop 
SPR: SingleRaisedPot 
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